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INSTALLATION OF FRAME CANOPY
1.
Using TENT FRAME CANOPY PARTS LIST unpack all parts and layout
as shown on the diagram.
2.
Locate the center crown(s) and begin to build tent frame from the top.
Insert all rafters (hip and center). Use pins to lock poles in place. Tent should be
raised in the center and standing.
3.
Attach all corners to the hip rafters (corner rafters) and on all non-square
tents attach side "T" brackets to center rafters. Use pins to lock poles in place.
4.
Start at a corner and work clockwise to insert spreaders into the corners
and side "T" brackets. As you work around the tent it is helpful to lift the crown
up in the center to unbind the frame. Be sure to finish at the corner.
5.
Remove tent top from bag and place it at the center of the longest side.
Example: (20'x30'=30' side). Unroll until you locate the corner flaps. Unfold
each half and match it to the corner of the frame. Unfold top by pulling over the
frame and matching the opposite corners. At this point top should fully cover the
frame and you should secure (2) straps at each corner located on the underside
of the top.
6.
Lift the longest side of frame and insert legs at (2) corners and pin. Now
begin to secure top to frame by tightening straps from underside. Once complete
go to outside of frame and lift opposite side of tent and insert legs at (2) corners
and pin. If tent has side "T" brackets you can insert legs at this point and pin.
7.
Secure ropes to corner fitting and "T" brackets by placing the "loop" end
through the "D" ring and place end of rope through "loop" and pull tight. Place
stakes in ground about 3-4 ft. from leg and tie off rope. Tap stakes a few times to
make rope taunt.
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4 - Blue Poles 11'4"
4 - Orange Poles 8'4"
4 - Black Poles (Legs) 6'8"
1 - 4 Way Crown
4 - Corners
1 - 12x12 Top
4 - Ropes
4 - Stakes or Weight Buckets w/ Cover
20 - Pins

